
More than 90% of non-native English speakers lack 
the communication skills to excel in global business.

The IN-SCHOLAR curriculum can make you part of the 
other select 10%!

STAY RELEVANT AND UPDATED WHILE YOU LEARN LANGUAGE SKILLS READ AND PROCESS FRONT-PAGE NEWS 

FROM LEADING BUSINESS NEWSPAPERS FRESH CONTENT OFFERED EACH WEEKDAY, APPROXIMATELY 240 

LESSONS A YEAR!

When we read an English sentence, most of us translate word by word subconsciously and we pay too much 

attention to grammar and details. We need to read English as English and, apart from this so-called "reason 

reading," we need to catch the gist quickly and understand the message of the writer.

WHAT IS THE IN-SCHOLAR ADVANTAGE?WHAT IS THE IN-SCHOLAR ADVANTAGE?

Sign up for a 10-day Trial

IN SCHOLAR

Dedicated website

Contact Us:

IN-SCHOLAR :  www.inscholar .com/

Reseapro Scienti�c Services (P) Ltd. http://www.r e s e a p r o . c o m

*IN-SCHOLAR is a dedicated website accessible worldwide. It is managed by www.reseapro.com

2nd Floor, Plot No: 516/1767/ 3241, KIIT Road, Patia, Bhubaneswar- 751024, Odisha, India
TEL: +91-674-319-1919, +91-904-000-5445   Mail: support@manuscriptedit.com
Please e-mail us for related queries as well.

IN SCHOLAR



Progress Chart

In IN-Scholar, the “Read” section is divided into three steps, where each activity corresponds to a 

purpose in the learning process. Unlike conventional methods using mere grammatical translation, 

information is deliberately selected, its worth and merit carefully assessed and "critical reading" skills 

are developed. True e�ective business-related "aptitude to read information" can then be achieved. 

The “critical reading" that IN-Scholar advocates is an assertive approach toward the selection and 

evaluation of information.

Every day, a typical IN-Scholar lesson o�ers a selection of front-page news from top class economic 

magazines and websites. Each article has audio recorded in the voice of a Native American. Articles 

used for the lesson are adjusted and edited to a level of di�culty and length suitable for each 

individual’s English level. One lesson lasts about 20 minutes. Users can study at their own pace and 

time.

READ AND LISTEN TO THE LATEST FROM THE BUSINESSWORLD 

IN-Scholar not only provides lessons based on news articles, but also includes study tasks such as 

Pre-Reading Activities and Reading Activities. In the process of practicing these study tasks, users 

learn to grasp the theme of each article and at the same time improve their reading pro�ciency 

naturally through constant reading and by listening to the audio.

USING AN INTERACTIVE PROGRAM

Users can check at any time how many articles they have read and see where they are in the learning 

�ow. Moreover, each quiz can be analyzed bit by bit to identify areas where they need to pay more 

attention. They can see immediately the types of problems they are not good at and �nd hints to 

improve their weaknesses.

IN-SCHOLAR LEARNING PROGRESS REPORT

EFFECTIVE LEARNING THROUGH INSCHOLAR 
A program to develop comprehension and communication skills

Preparation of information (pre-reading)
Prepare for your reading to improve your ability to digest information.

Selection and evaluation of information (during reading)
An easy-to-absorb environment makes the understanding of information much faster.

Anticipation of information: workable feedback (post-reading)
From the information at hand, it is possible to anticipate the next stage.


